Junction Farm Primary School
Progression of Knowledge
Spanish

Vision Academy Learning Trust
The multi-academy Trust promotes an inclusive ethos, in which diversity of need and ability is
acknowledged and nurtured. Every aspect of academy life is guided by a strong ethical code, deep
accountability, encouraging social awareness to help students understand and meet with confidence
the challenges of a diverse and changing society and the world of work.

Subject: MFL

Year: Three

National Curriculum requirements at Key Stage 2
Pupils should be taught:
 listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding
 explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, sound and meaning of words
 engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; seek clarification and
help
 speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures
 develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are reading aloud or using familiar
words and phrases
 present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences
 read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing
 appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language
 broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into familiar written
material, including through using a dictionary
 write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly
 describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing.
Reoccurring Concepts and
Themes.
Listening

Knowledge, skills and understanding:








To understand basic instructions from the teacher
To understand days of the week
To understand and listen to a few words in a song
To understand and listen to colours
To understand and listen to numbers
Explore the patterns and sounds of language
through songs and rhymes.
Repeat words modelled by teacher, show
understanding with an action

Key Vocabulary:
Silencio, por favour (silence,
please)
Levantad la mano (put your
hand up)
Eschuchad (listen)
Lunes
Martes
Miercoles
Jueves
Viernes
Sabado
Domingo
Verde
Rojo
Rossado
Marron
Azul
Uno
Dos
Tres
Cuatro
Cinso
Seis
Siete
Ocho
Nueve
Diez

Reading



To recognise and read out a few familiar words of
phrases

For example
From stories and rhymes
Labels on familiar objects
The date





Writing









Speaking








El tiempo. Hoy……
Hace viento ( windy)
Hace calor ( hot)
Hace niebla (cloudy)
Hace frio (cold)
Hace sol (sunny)

To understand some familiar written phrases for
example simple weather
To understand the main points from a short
written text for example a postcard, email,
message.
To use visual clues to help with reading

Write and/ or copy simple words and/ or symbols
correctly about personal information for example
age
Write and/ or copy simple words and/ or symbols
correctly about colours
Write and/ or copy simple words and/ or symbols
correctly about numbers
Write and/ or copy simple words and/ or symbols
correctly about objects
Select appropriate words to complete short
phrases or sentences
Attempt to write simple phrases from memory

Cuantos anos tienes? (how old
are you)
Tengo siete anos ( I am 7 years
old)
Me gusta el color rojo ( I like the
colour red)
No me gusta el color azul ( I
don’t like the colour blue)

Say and/or repeat a few words or short phrases
about what the weather is like
Say and/or repeat a few words or short phrases
naming classroom objects
Know how to pronounce some single letter sounds
Imitate correct pronunciation with some success
listening to and repeating recordings of authentic
speakers
Name objects and actions and link words with a
simple connective

El tiempo. Hoy……
Hace viento ( windy)
Hace calor ( hot)
Hace niebla (cloudy)
Hace frio (cold)
Hace sol (sunny)

Escritorio (desk)
Libro (book)
Silla (chair)
Lapiz (pencil)

Escritorio (desk)
Libro (book)
Silla (chair)
Lapiz (pencil)
Pronunciation

Intercultural Understanding




To understand that people are from different
places around the world
To respect that people live in different places to
where I live

Spain
Spanish speaking countries
Culture
World
language

Basic Grammar



To understand that people speak a different
language to my own



Use un/una with nouns to identify gender

Gender identity

Subject: MFL

Year: Four

National Curriculum requirements at Key Stage 2
Pupils should be taught:
 listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding
 explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, sound and meaning of words
 engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; seek clarification and
help
 speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures
 develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are reading aloud or using familiar
words and phrases
 present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences
 read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing
 appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language
 broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into familiar written
material, including through using a dictionary
 write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly


describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing.

Reoccurring Concepts and
Themes.
Listening

Knowledge, skills and understanding:


To understand a range of familiar spoken phrases
for example

To understand basic phrases about myself
To understand basic phrases about family
To understand basic phrases about school




Reading



To show understanding by joining in and
responding (e.g. with an action)
Say a simple rhyme from memory; join in with
words of a song or storytelling
Pick out known words in an ‘authentic’
conversation
To understand some familiar written phrases for
example

Simple weather phrases
Description of objects

Key Vocabulary:
Los padres (parents)
El padre (father)
la madre (mother)
El hermano (brother)
La hermana (sister)
La abuela (grandma)
El abuelo (grandad)
Valiente (brave)
Amigable (friendly)
Honesto (honest)

El tiempo. Hoy……
Hace viento ( windy)
Hace calor ( hot)
Hace niebla (cloudy)
Hace frio (cold)
Hace sol (sunny)
Escritorio (desk)
Libro (book)
Silla (chair)
Lapiz (pencil)
Grande (big)
Pequeno (small)

Writing



To write one or two short sentences with support
for example a model or fill in words.

Topics based on
Shopping list
Holidays
Greetings by email/postcard

Speaking




To begin to spell some common words correctly
Write simple, short taught sentences from
memory



To ask and answer simple questions and give basic
information using the correct intonation about

El tiempo. Hoy……
Hace viento ( windy)
Hace calor ( hot)
Hace niebla (cloudy)
Hace frio (cold)
Hace sol (sunny)

Develop accuracy when pronouncing phrases, by
listening to and repeating recordings of authentic
speakers
To know how to pronounce all single letter sounds
To show an awareness of sound patterns
To be clearly understood
Use common phrases
Use description words for example colour/size

Los padres (parents)
El padre (father)
la madre (mother)
El hermano (brother)
La hermana (sister)
La abuela (grandma)
El abuelo (grandad)

Weather
Family
Pets








Intercultural Understanding






To identify similarities between my culture and
another
To identify differences between my culture and
another
To discuss celebrations in other cultures
To understand daily life in other cultures



Use I and you



Use adjectives with nouns



Be able to form positive and negative versions of
phrases. e.g. me gusta/ no me gusta



Grammar

La lista de compras (shopping
list)
Platano (banana)
Pan (bread)
Pastel (cake)
Cereal (cereal)
Queso (cheese)

El perro (dog)
El gato (cat)
El conejo (rabbit)
El hamster (hamster)
Spain
Spanish speaking countries
Culture
World
Language
Celebrations
Daily life
Similarities
differences
Adjectives
Nouns
Positive
negative

Subject: MFL

Year: Five

National Curriculum requirements at Key Stage 2
Pupils should be taught:
 listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding
 explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, sound and meaning of words
 engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; seek clarification and
help
 speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures
 develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are reading aloud or using familiar
words and phrases
 present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences
 read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing
 appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language
 broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into familiar written
material, including through using a dictionary
 write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly
 describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing.
Reoccurring Concepts and
Themes.
Listening

Knowledge, skills and understanding:


To understand the main points from a spoken
passage made up of familiar language.

For example
Short rhyme
Song
Telephone call

Reading



Follow text in the songs, identifying words Listen
to ‘authentic’ conversation, picking out familiar
phrases and sentences



To understand the main points from a short more
complex written text

Key Vocabulary:
Language
Passage
Rhyme
Song

glossary

For example
Simple messages on a postcard

Writing



Match sound to print by reading familiar words
and phrases



Use book/glossary to find meanings of new words



To write a few short sentences with support using
already learnt material

Pelo corto (short hair)
Pelo largo (long hair)
Pelo rizado (curly hair)

For example
An identity card

Speaking




Spell words that are readily understandable
Begin to use dictionaries to find the meaning of
unknown words and to translate own ideas




To ask simple questions
To answer simple questions

For example
Taking part in an interview
Ask and talk about favourite pets
Talking to a friend about hobbies






Pelo castano (brown hair)
Pelo rubio (blonde hair)
Ojos verdes (green eyes)
Alto (tall)
Baja (short)

Me gusta (I like)
No me gusta ( I don’t like)
Mi favorito ( My favourite)
El perro (dog)
El gato (cat)
El conejo (rabbit)
El hamster (hamster)

To talk about personal interests
To know how to pronounce some letter strings
To begin to use action words
To ask and answer more complex familiar
questions with a scaffold of responses
To ask for clarification and help

Jugar Futbol (play football)
Eschuchar musica (listen to
music)
Bailar (dancing)

Spain
Spanish speaking countries
Culture
World
Language
Similarities
Differences
Diversity
Symbols/objects/pictures
Adjectives
Nouns
Verbs
First person

Intercultural Understanding





Understand cultural diversity
Respect cultural diversity
Understand how symbols, objects and pictures can
represent a country

Grammar




Use adjectives with nouns
Begin to use verbs in the first person e.g. Yo corro
(I run)

Subject: MFL

Year: Six

National Curriculum requirements at Key Stage 2
Pupils should be taught:
 listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding
 explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, sound and meaning of words
 engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; seek clarification and
help
 speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures
 develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are reading aloud or using familiar
words and phrases
 present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences
 read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing
 appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language
 broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into familiar written
material, including through using a dictionary
 write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly
 describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing.
Reoccurring Concepts and
Themes.
Listening

Knowledge, skills and understanding:


To understand the main points and some of the
detail from a short more complex spoken passage

For example
Sentences describing what people are wearing


Key Vocabulary:
Language
Passage
Rhyme
Song

Listen to and appreciate stories and poems in the
language. Identify patterns of language and link
sound to spelling

Reading






To understand the main points and some of the
detail from a short written text.
Begin to read independently.
Use a bilingual dictionary to look up new words.
Practice reading longer texts aloud containing
taught phrases and vocabulary
Present ideas and information orally to an
audience

Writing




Write a short text on a familiar topic, adapting
language already learnt.
Spell commonly used words correctly.
Present ideas and information in writing to an
audience

Bilingual dictionary
Short written text
Oral presentation

Speaking







To take part in a simple conversation.
To express an opinion.
To know how to pronounce a range of letter
strings.
To begin to understand how accents change
letter sounds.
To substitute items of vocabulary to vary
questions or statements.
Pronunciation is becoming more accurate and
intonation is being developed.

Intercultural Understanding



Grammar




Talk about, discuss and present information
about a particular country’s culture.
Begin to understand more complex issues which
affect countries in the world today for example
poverty, famine, religion and war

Consolidation of earlier grammar work
Begin to use verbs in the second and third person

Opinion
No me gusta
Me gusta

Spain
Spanish speaking countries
Culture
World
Language
Similarities
Differences
Diversity
Symbols/objects/pictures
Poverty
Famine
Religion
war
Second person
Third person
verbs

